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	Text1: 
	Text1a: CALL US We will discuss your company’s current position. What is right for your company:•  Voluntary Liquidation•  Company Voluntary Arrangement - CVA•  Pre-pack Administration
	Text3: 
	Text2: 
	Text2b: This meeting will be completely FREEand we are happy to meet whenever and wherever is convenient to you.
	Text3a: Once we agree a CVA is the best solution ABc will need to be instructed.  On instruction one of our insolvency practitioners will be appointed as nominee to draft proposals and the company statement of affairs.   ABc will work with you to collect relevant information such as:• Cash flow • Profit and loss projections for the next five years
	Text6: 
	Text5: 
	Text4: 
	Text6a: By law creditors and shareholders have to be given a minimum of 14 days’ notice of a creditors meeting. If creditor pressure is intense or legal actions are threatened either an interim moratorium or an administration order could be sought to protect the company prior to the CVA meetings.We can work with council to secure an adjournment to put proposals together.
	Text5a: Directors can review, discuss and make amendments if acceptable.Once signed off by directors, it can be sent to creditors and shareholders.
	Text4a: PROPOSAL DETAILSContributions are to last for up to five years and be sufficient to repay the creditor around 30-40% COMPANY HISTORY• How much can the company afford to pay each month     and how much will be paid to creditors• Current financial position
	Text7a: The Company director should attend the creditors meeting but it is not obligatory.75% of creditors voting; and 50% of unconnected creditors voting must vote in favour of the CVA proposal.Creditors may propose amendments to the arrangement at or prior to the creditors meeting.
	Text7: 
	Text8: 
	Text10: 
	Text8a: An ABc insolvency practitioner then becomes the CVA supervisor, but the directors remain in control of the company.The supervisor monitors the Company’s performance and ensures the Company remains profitable and pays monthly contributions.Creditors bound by the CVA will not be able to legally pursue the company provided the terms of the CVA are honoured
	Text10a: Most CVA’s are for five years, meaning they conclude after the 60th monthly payment.On conclusion any outstanding unsecured debt will be written off and your company will be legally debt free.


